
How to Overcome Stress & Ace Your Exams 

A stressful learning process can undermine the outcomes it’s
been designed to promote—acquisition of knowledge, skills &
capabilities. Overcome this by achieving psychophysiological
coherence and gain emotional & mental clarity, increased
capacity for learning, and ability to retain the acquired
knowledge longer.

Read more

Lacking Emotional Intelligence: When Bright
Students Fail in Life  

Academically excellent students do not necessarily become
successful in their professional & personal lives. IQ
contributes to success by only 20%, while 80% depends on
non-IQ factors, ranging from socio-economic background to
luck to—most importantly—emotional intelligence. 

Read more

Meditation Brings Clarity—The Story of Aarav 

Aarav always carried the burden of expectation — to be a
good son, excellent student, efficient employee, loving
husband & responsible parent. Despite his sincerity & hard
work, he faced many challenges until he gained clarity
through the tools & techniques of yoga & meditation. 

Read more

If you are a student, the exam time can be a reason for anxiety & stressful anticipation.

Fortunately, meditation & other coherence techniques can sharpen your clarity & focus,

help you achieve academic excellence, and enhance your emotional intelligence, necessary

for a lifelong success.

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

"Meditation Gives 3 Qualities" - Patriji 

Meditation gives you three qualities: concentration, clarity & equanimity. The mind requires
concentration to be able to achieve things. You also need clarity in every issue—to do or not

to do, to be or not to be, to interfere or not. Finally, you need equanimity—whatever happens,
you are fine. Even if you fail in the examination, it's fine. This is the ability to look into every

situation in a positive, not a negative way.
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